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Editor’s Note
Dear Readers,
Rare Byrd Review is GROWING (and we’re LOVING IT)! When Rare
Byrd Review was founded in 2017, we had less than twenty submissions total. For this Winter 2019 Issue, not only did we receive over ninety-three
submissions, but also received international submissions! Your submissions
not only keep this magazine alive but supply the world with young voices
that deserve to be heard. We are honored that more and more young authors,
artists and photographers trust us with their work. Keep. those. submissions.
coming.
We are so proud to present the Winter 2019 Issue with you all. Going
through the submissions was incredibly difficult as each piece carried a powerful punch of raw emotion. The three of us have been working non-stop to
bring you thought-provoking and inspiring work. The work found in this issue has an impressive array of vulnerability, voice and strength that we believe the world needed to hear. For all the authors and artists who submitted
their work, thank you.
Lastly, thank you to our dedicated readers. It’s your desire for great literature that pushes us to be the best. Thank you for being a part of our community.
Write On,
RBR Editors
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Our Worlds Are So Small
Jenny Cheng
Our worlds are so small,
I think.
Have you ever kissed a lion?
Did you jump the fence?
Do your arms have holes?
If they close, will you remember them
as they were?
Do you eat oranges?
Is your heart on fire?
My world is small:
You and I.
The dishes and the dresser.
Keys on the table.
The light I left on.
A letter…I am shipwrecked.
The ocean in my dream.
It was purple.
I couldn’t find you.
The phone ringing. The silence.
The man mowing the lawn.
The leaves. How my mother once
jumped in them with me.
We were both younger.
The sky. How sometimes it belongs to me.
Your eyes at night. How they glow
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brighter than the moon (I wonder
if it’s jealous).
My coat. Your hands.
My world open
as our mouths
and small
but somehow, I think
endless.
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Red Sky
Cleo Lockhart
The siren’s throat was dry, and this she blamed on the weatherman; she and her sisters had been clicking irritably through the channels for days with a forecast for nothing
but sun, and she was worried her tongue may shrivel up in her mouth from lack of use.
Nothing powered the TV, of course, not really, just as there was no source from
which the kitchen sink could acquire its water and no exception of gravity to allow their
home to teeter as it did atop the paper-thin cliff that faced the sea.
But the house’s inhabitants saw no reason for these impossibilities not to work in
their favor, and so miraculously, they did. But none of these things changed the fact that
days had been too clear for any seafarers to veer enough away from their chosen route
to come near the island. No fog to shroud the air in mystery, no storm to toss the sea.
No all-consuming thunder that would break into a chorus of perfect voices, entrancing,
enthralling. The siren, picking a rotting bit of fish from her teeth, kicked a can of something at the TV screen. It cracked. It did not break.
“You know that won’t help anything,” came a fluttering voice from the kitchen,
where Licia was kneading bread. The siren— Ala— turned her head and watched as her
sister plucked a feather from the dough, fallen from one of her ragged and rust-colored
wings.
“Better than waiting,” Ala retorted. Her words were sharp, yet sedated, edges
washed until smooth like the rocks at the shoreline.
“We’ve always been waiting,” said Licia.
They both fell silent. They were unused to such speech without song.
“Suppose it’s another curse?” asked Ala after a moment.
“What have we done to be cursed?”
“You could ask the dead men.”
“Sailors are not gods.”
“But in disguise, maybe.”
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“Then they’d know better than to steer toward our shores. Oh, turn that thing off, would you,”
Licia said, clicking her tongue and nodding toward the television. The weatherman still spoke at
them in electric tones from behind the cracked glass, holding his hand out to the continents like an
orator.
Ala sighed irritably, then searched for the remote, finding it in the space between the cushions,
among the sand and the popcorn kernels that had likewise fallen. She cut the oracle off at the word
morning.
From upstairs, she heard a faint humming, disheartened, joined in harmony by likewise hopeless deities, and she wondered at their miraculous longevity. Those of them that were left were
borne of a streak of luck over centuries; Molpe and Ligeia had been the victims of Hera, flinging
themselves seaward when their voices had not matched those of the Muses. Leucosia and Parthenope, the carnage of Odysseus. Many more were gone in the rage of men, or the revenge of goddesses. But here was a drought upon an island, the startings of a thirst for saltwater.
A siren was to die when a mortal escaped the tendrils of her song. And so to be silenced altogether, Ala thought, was a bitter purgatory.
Night was falling. Ala pulled herself from the couch, her imprint on the cushions, and
stretched, feeling her feathers along her back unfurl. She made her way to the window and began to
light the candles along the sill. Outside the colors upon the horizon were beginning to fade, but the
unbearing clouds were still streaked with warmth; it was a sight so sickening Ala wished she could
reach to the heavens and tear them down herself.
She spotted something, then, as she set the lighter down; it was rested against the cabinets
where they kept the magazines and the postcards and the poetry, and it had a layer of dust settled
like snowfall on its strings. She approached it like some wild thing, and then grabbed it quickly.
The lyre felt heavy in her hands as she strode across the room and began to ease open the screen
door.
“Ala?” she heard, and stopped. Licia was looking at her through the doorway of the kitchen,
her expression an intricate syllable of undeciphered text. Upstairs, a humming ebbed and flowed
and twisted in upon itself.
“Yes?”
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“I…” We are voiceless. We are forgotten. We are dying. “Don’t go too far.”
A small nod of the head, and then Ala was beneath the final judgement of the waking stars.
She passed the caryatids, the grapevines, the gardens that bathed in Persephone’s afterlight, until she came to the grassy haven overlooking the skeletons. They rose and fell with the waters, a
somber percussion as they mingled with the rocks. She closed her eyes, and she began to play.
Ala played to the empty seas, and she played to the graves at her feet, in her home, each note
drowning out the sound of her silence.
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Shock Therapy
Chas Rinne
Where the road forks, think of fathers.
Packed soil, DNA threaded and sewn. Litany
like bolt to swine, never cracking skull:
Remember that which you haven’t,
like shadows dancing on walls.
No blood, its cleaner that way.
Tremors through the brain, a final jolt
through the body. He lays asleep, holding
the room like stars around my head,
oh, child how little you know.
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Humpty Dumpty Jumped
Natalie Antonia Rezek
It was because of the girls singing on the bus,
their voices too shrill to be human.
They felt me looking, willing them to stop.
For God’s sake; for yours...
But they stared right back
into my annoyance, and kept going.
It was because of the boys in the back of the room,
watching porn under the droning lecture,
The boys will be boys excuses,
the acceptance of their disrespect
getting lost in the moans like they were real.
Fed up with my only option; my intended polite request
I screamed, and gave them something real
to pay attention to.
The scream out of the silence broke the bars of my enclosure
embellished with plastic rhinestones and gold paint,
and out of the rubble came the realization that today
I did not go insane, but simply admitted to myself
that I am insane. Cracked open.
I’ve dreamt about this.
It was not a nightmare like you’d tell yourself it should be
but pure ecstasy, the kind that only exists
in the ease of unkempt hair and the intensity
of a stare that never quite meets yours.
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Although I may not yet look the part,
I am the one who wrote those fairy tales you worshipped
only after Mr. Disney polished them up.
I am both of those twisted brothers wrapped up
in a porcelain shell that you can almost see my veins through,
and blue eyes that will never again meet yours, fully.
I was there when it happened,
the screams like the ones on the news,
just as fake as the ones those boys worship.
I watched them clean the street once the reporters left.
The mops stained yellow.
I swear, he knew what he was doing.
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Stranger
Irene Hwang
You let your eyes wander, as his outline approaches you, but just like every day,
his eyes fail to meet yours. So you turn to your friend, and make the grand show with
him in the front seat: burst out in laughter, simultaneously slapping you friend’s back- a
reaction to her sarcastic statement. As you put on this act, you hope that he feels jealous, unneeded for your happiness. Yet, he refuses the ticket, while the silence nags at
your heart. Still, you can’t degrade yourself to desperation, so you keep your chin up.
...
“YEAH I’M PRETTY SURE I BOMBED IT!” Walking backwards, you scream
across the hallway, when you feel a thud of someone walking into your back. Once you
swivel around and mutter an apology, you come into face with a soft patch of blue knit
sweater. THAT blue knit sweater. Tilting your head, you confirm its owner. The lack of
emotion in his apology, the reckless gestures to leave, the direction of his gaze….
It was as if he had run into a stranger.
Suddenly, counting the number of lines that meet together in the tiles became a
challenge.
Your blank mind becomes the habitat of introspection: the irrelevance of your existence. One foot in front of the other, you wonder, wasn’t it your turn to move on?
You haven’t stopped counting when the past takes over.. The past with the late
night texting, the inside jokes, and his laugh that became infectious towards you, that
same blue sweater: the sponge of your tears. You remember that his embrace was the
light at the end of the tunnel.
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But then came the ending to the story, the fight that demolished a future with him. The drastic
difference between your moral views The dream of being each other’s right hand led to your plea
for forgiveness, only to be met with the iceberg that was his shoulder.
You haven’t noticed that you arrived to class until your hand intuitively reached for the door.
You do what you always do, put on that fake smile and walk into class while greeting the teacher.
......
The trigger to your internal alarm is the rising temperature inside that hella thick uniform. It
doesn’t help that you’re in a gymnasium filled to the max with adults and students walking in every
direction after the ceremony. Signs of perspiration becoming increasingly evident, you take a break
from your volunteer service as well as the madness inside. Coming out into the hallway, you find
yourself in the midst of yet another chaotic scene: the school store selling merchandise to the eager
parents. Among the students selling the clothing, are your friends. Anyone observing them closely
would be able to note their fatigue, their perseverance as their hands fumble to exchange crash and
credit.
You go back into the war zone and grab what is left of the bottles of water and different assortments of desserts, a reward. As you approach, their eyes light up in joy and relief . To your surprise,
the first thing they grab for is the water before they reach out to indulge themselves on the sweets.
While your friends are busy commenting on the chocolate covered pretzels, you look over their
shoulders and realize he’s just organizing the remaining articles of clothing. He’s trying his best to
ignore your presence.
And yes, even though you were a ball of endless, negative emotions for almost six months, at
that moment, everything melts away. He turns his head and you make eye contact for the first time
in almost 6 months. You note that slight pain in his eyes and respond by displaying the same emotion. Pain. You express the pain and longing you felt for months on end, and he understands because he mouths the words, ‘I’m sorry.’
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The Number Game
K.B. Hammond
Darling,
When I tell you this is not a fad
a quick one-two cleanse
purge the poison from your veins
and watch the results slapped on magazines appear before your eyes
I mean it
The idea sounds nice to people like us
people whose minds mistake thoughts for prophecies
“I think, therefore I am” is a trap we’ve fallen into
because it promises collarbones and freedom
rib cages and sunset dreams
I’m telling you now that the bones are real
but the promises have turned to skeletons
I don’t see progress anymore
I don’t watch the numbers drop like a new year’s ball
I only hear numbers rise in my head
Because the counter doesn’t stop for recovery
To tell you the truth
this hatred is worse than when it all first started
this pit
this counting
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this picking apart and hating the feeling
of chewing my words and swallowing my exhaustion
Because this is not all it’s made out to be
Dropping below seems like progress at first
but it turns into thunderclaps in your head
and a fist in your chest,
and still the empty pit
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Winter
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The Crow and the Stag
Celeste McCall Cromer
A crow was flying across the country to meet his family when he spotted a
glade within a forest far below. The crow, feet dragging like an anchor and aching
down to his wingtips, thought to himself, “I would like nothing more than to rest in
that glade. Surely it would be little waste to stop for only a moment.” He tilted his
wings downwards and dropped out of the sky, catching himself just as his talons
grazed the treetops, and alighting on the willowy young branch of a pear tree. The
crow settled himself, tucking his remiges haphazardly against his sides, and took a
deep breath, inhaling the sweet scent of the air into his chest. Far better than the harsh
and lashing winds above. He swiveled his head around surveying the glade before
him.
“My oh my!” The crow proclaimed. “What a wonder I have found! The breeze
is laden with the smell of pears. The grass is such a vibrant hue of green that even I
am tempted to eat it such as a rabbit would; the brilliant sun, so blinding and abrasive
up in the clouds, has softened into a golden warmth which lulls thoughts and tugs gently on one’s eyelids. The creek, not two wingbeats away, runs with such crystalline
water that my parched throat cries out in destitution! I must drink a little.”
The crow glided over to the edge of the creek and thrust his beak into the cool
water. He happily guzzled until his stomach was so heavy that it dipped down towards his toes. The crow flew back to the pear tree --with considerably more effort
this time-- and once again roosted on a branch, sighing with repletion.
“That creek gurgles and trickles like the singing of angels. I can see them now!
Playing and laughing in sunbeams above the water; tarry not little angels! I will sing
with you!”
And so the crow threw his head back and started to sing. A horrible, raucous,
singing which grated the ears and made one’s head ache. The kind of singing one can
only squint at with an involuntary grimace and wish to be far, far away.
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The crow’s terrible cawing reached the ears of a stag strolling through the forest. The stag
cocked his head to listen to this sudden bout of noise and immediately jerked back, wrinkling his
snout in disgust.
“Who in their right mind is ruining the peace and beauty of my forest with this racket?!”
The stag swiveled his ears, discerned the direction in which the harrowed hacking seemed to
be coming from, and made his way toward it.
“I hope that no one is choking; it wouldn’t do to have a dead body befouling the glade.”
He glided through the trees with ease, planting his hooves along an invisible but familiar
path --only needing to focus on following the wave of hoarse crying that made the leaves on the
trees shudder. The stag finally broke through the tree line and saw that the cawing was coming
from the crow belting out in song on the branch of the stag’s favorite pear tree. The stag’s brow
furrowed:
“Excuse me...”
The crow, swept away in the revelry of singing, failed to hear him. The stag snorted in frustration and raised his voice:
“I said: EXCUSE ME!”
The crow jolted and craned his neck to look down at the stag.
“Oh, hello?”
“Sir, may I ask what you are doing?”
“Why, I am singing!”
The stag whirled his ears back.
“Singing? You call that dreadful noise singing?”
The crow puffed his chest.
“Yes I do I happen to be a lauded singer in my family, you know.”
“Well, a family of crows would call that talent I suppose, and just why are you singing so
loudly in the middle of the day and in the middle of my glade?”
The crow, not sure if he should be insulted and a little irritated with this stag’s nosiness, replied, “Perhaps it would do you well to attenuate the paternalism that you seem to lord over this
forest, but because I am polite I will answer your question.
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I am singing because I am overcome with emotion at the loveliness of this glade, and I feel that I
must match this fairness with a song equally as beautiful if only to add to the milieu of this place.”
The stag’s eyes widened and then a hefty laugh escaped from his throat.
“Match the fairness? HA! I’ve never heard such a stupid thing! What in the world could
have made something so foolish pop into your brain? Certainly, the lack of water and solid ground
is to blame.”
The crow’s blood boiled and he felt the heat rise in his face despite himself. He thought perhaps that he should’ve flown straight ahead to his mother’s roost after all. It would be more
cramped and cloudy, but certainly friendlier. Pride, however, spurred his tongue into action.
“I have drunk quite enough water thank you-”
“Ah, so you are simply an imbecile?”
“You are very ru-!”
“I am ensuring that this glade and the forest around it remains perfect! Even you yourself
marveled at the sublimity of this place, and do you think to question why? It is because every stream, every blade of grass, every root in the ground is fair and beautiful. You could never hope to
belong here with your tattered black feathers and your raspy cawing. Your beady little eyes and incessant flapping. Look at me and witness a creature that deserves to rest in this glade! Wonder at
the regal antlers which adorn my head; envy my lithe long legs and hooves which leave barely an
imprint in the moss. Carefully regard the grace with which I walk--”
The stag’s boasting was cut short as a bullet tore through his head exploding out of one side
and taking half of his face with it. The world stopped for a moment; the thundercrack of the gunfire echoed into silence and all fell still. the stag collapsed onto the ground with a dull thud, the
cold look of arrogance and mockery still plastered onto his face now covered with the cold glaze
of lifelessness.
The crow launched himself back with a shocked cry; he beat his wings and rose further and
further into the air. The glade and the forest grew smaller beneath him as he flew; a hunter trudged
out of the bushes and stood over the stag to admire his handiwork.
“Poor young fool!” The crow said to himself “The fellow probably wanted a piece of the
glade to remember it by. Fortunate for me that he would never waste his time on an ugly old
crow!”
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Poem
Ella Harrigan
your eyes are the color of dying grass
and i like them that way.

you’re

peering into a fishbowl.
i watch your pupils
reflected by glass and you say
i’d hate to live in a world full of blue and i say
yeah.
like you don’t know how to hold my hand
but i like you that way.
and i’m so worried about something
unknowable.
something certain and eventual.
like earth falling away from earth,
mariana trench you’re so cute
when you kiss me like you don’t know how.
and i can’t stop putting on mascara in the mirror,
your texts filling up my phone.
red lipstick over-lined.
in my pocket i carry a dime, which is shiny
with sweat.
i stand there wondering how the sky got so tall.
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The Brine of the Business
Lucia Katz
Breathe in. Breathe out.
I wash away the bubbles in my stomach with a clear, deep breath. Everything will be
fine, I tell myself. Everything will go according to plan. Everyone is on my side; they
want me to succeed.
My eyes scan the paper, desperately looking for my name, sinking into my chair.
The bubbles begin to form again. Hot tears fill the corner of my eyes; eyes that had
once blazed a fiery passion have quickly decimated into two bottomless caves. The bubbles are rising up and up to the surface, pushing through my lungs and my vocal cords;
I try to suppress it. I push the bubbles down, down, down, deep into the pits of my
stomach. Waves of resentment wash over me, coating my body in silky soft whispers
of failure and rejection. My ears become clogged with thoughts that I am not good
enough, I do not deserve happiness. How does the absence of my name on a list determine my self worth? How can I flow so easily between happiness and hatred?
My dream, everything I had worked towards my entire school career, begins to
crash down. I don’t hear another word, but can only listen to the sound of my desires
rising and falling, rising and falling. Falling. Failing. I am failing. Panic rises from the
tips of my fingers to the bottom of my feet to the top of my head. I suddenly feel the
breath rising out of my body; my lungs swell and my head is rushing. I cannot breathe.
This smooth and gentle calm I usually feel flow in and out of my lungs is suddenly
rough and airy; the roughness scratches my lungs until they stop pumping air. The bubbles are all over my body now, foaming inside every crevice within me, eroding
quickly into hard rock; the rock of the evil words I place inside myself, the words that
will live with me for years to come. I try to gulp more air, but my breath hitches and
the room spins, and suddenly I am drowning. Drowning in a pit of self-doubt and questions that need answers. These questions that have been swimming through my brain
are finally coming to the surface, gasping for air, as the storm of anxiety hits.
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Why do I seek validation from performance? What is the point? I would just be better off if I
kept my head down, did my work, just tried to get through high school. But no, I push myself to
my limit constantly, becoming more emotionally drained from every “no” I receive and every criticism I take. The world is not out to get me, but sometimes I feel like I open myself up prematurely to the harsh natures of the real world.
These thrashing thoughts swarm and overwhelm me until I am so blinded by my own setbacks that I cannot see clearly anymore. The negativity burns like salt on every inch of my skin. I
want it to stop, stop, stop, please go away. I gasp for air, climbing to the surface, trying to escape
the prickling disapproval of my peers and superiors. I push through until I am up and running, running away from this difficult and necessary path I’ve chosen. What is the point? How important is
theatre really? Important enough to sacrifice my sanity? This business demands so much, how can
I not feel like I’m drowning? How do I escape the horrors of it all when I cannot resist the temptation of creating art? These questions will never stop floating throughout my head, but for now, I
just breathe.
Breathe in. Breathe out.
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Ode to Forget Me
Casey Epstein-Gross
I am bones deep with culture
its tendrils wrap around my veins and tether me
to this American soil
I repent and repent but my god has watched
my google searches watched me type in letter
after letter with shaking fingers watched the
way I sit and struggle to phrase these pagan questions
most inconspicuously
I want you to suck out my brain with a straw you
haphazardly stick up my left nostril
stir it around and suction it out until you
hold it in the palm of your hand
I want a real palm reading I want you
to look at me and grimace I want you
to tell me who I am
your fingers trace my birth line, making
my hand tingle I avoid the urge
to pull away
you look up at me, air in your eyes,
mouth opening to speak but then you weave
yourself into a tree at the finger of god
I am left with the cloth once draped
around your neck that now lies
on my floor underneath worn leggings
I will not visit you until I’m eighty seven and by then
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you will be tall and full and I will be frail
and forgotten
I am dirty and incapable of forgiveness
man was shaped in the image of god, after all
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I Am Seasick
Mattie Elizabeth Flading
I have a fear of open water
What a tantalizing yet lurid thing they can be
To wallow in its depths is to sink
To stay afloat is to struggle
There is no balance between the two
No

grey

area

For it is all ambiguous
For it is all death-match
Between you and the unforgiving current
So when I told you my love for you was deep like the ocean
Like I could reach down into its discernment and these feelings Wouldn’t cease until
I hit the sea’s floor
It wasn’t just a way of telling you
How I felt but
How

I

feared

Like If I get too close I could drown
Your salt-stained breath would pervade my lungs until my hands turned Blue
You would wrap my liquid gut in your stinging arms and fill my ears With washed
out
“I

love yous”
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Ones that too have been eroded at their edges, gnawed on by the Ocean’s graveling teeth
You could swallow me whole without a sound and I would still gaze upon you like you were the
most breathtaking thing I have seen
I descend into your abyss.
I am blindsided by a liquid darkness
I have a fear of open waters
And you are a whole ocean
I have a fear of open water
And yet
What I think I fear most
Is

falling

in

love

with

one
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first essay
Hannah Dinowitz
Disagreements when it comes to politics is something that has always been
brought up in my family. This is not something surprising, nearly everyone I talk to has
a story about family members arguing during a time that is supposed to be for celebration. I’ve seen my own grandmother cry over the heated disagreements that seem to go
on forever. It hurts to have to see people who I know love each other, fight over intangible issues that define our world.
Heat is the major descriptor of these debates. Heated words, hot rooms, red faces. I
would be lying if I said it was not embarrassing to see my adult family members storm
out of rooms over whether or not a policy is fair. I see my family’s emotions boil up,
and rather than push it aside and have a logical discussion, we end up yelling generalizations about groups we do not personally know.
In our society today we constantly hear about “liberal snowflakes” and are told
that every conservative is a racist. Sadly, the media does more than inform us, it skews
our views unknowingly. It is largely unrealistic to assume that every person within a
party believes the same ideas, yet categorizing people is what we seem to do best. Because of this, the phrases “liberals are idiots” and “conservatives are insane” are commonplace in fiery familial arguments.
I have let this type of lackluster debate get the best of me before, for years I had
the mindset that having a certain type of opinion could automatically make someone a
good or bad person. The problem with this is that it keeps us from actually looking at an
issue in depth. If we categorize one type of person as right or wrong, we cannot explore
their perspective. When all of our assumptions are burnt to the ground, we are finally
left with facts.
Political parties are often seen as separate black and white entities divided by an
unbreakable barrier, when our world exists more in the grey space. I think that before
we can solve global problems, we must first look at ourselves.
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There will never be one true answer to controversy, yet defending our own views is something that we value over finding a suitable compromise. Continuing in this cycle will lead us nowhere.
There is no need to throw our morals in to the fire and abandon them, but taking a step back
and hearing someone else, with different experiences and beliefs, could weld together ideas that
have always seemed polar opposites, into a one with common ground. To do this it means not only
listening to others, but questioning ourselves. Where did the basis of our opinions come from?
Evaluating our own views factually without the stereotypes and generalizations which follow them
can lead us to a more understanding and thoughtful discussion.
In a time of sweltering controversy, confusion and hasty generalizations are inevitable; but
learning to compromise and muse the validity of someone else's point of view can open our minds.
Just as assumption fuels the fire, open mindedness can help put it out.
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Catholicism: A Student’s Perspective
Alaina DiSalvo
Corroded shells in pale robes drag gilded chains behind their feet.
They and their disciples of cracked skin and downturned lips
Are on a holy mission:
Spread the darkness.
Rip loved ones away from their own.
Create a wave of indifference to reign over the land.
Get our chains to encircle every woman’s slender neck.
Make them all holy, as we have become.
As they burn through the land, they call out to those near and those far:
Follow us.
Empty Yourselves.
Let go of delusions of love.
“Of course we must,” says the educated woman, proud and prim and proper.
Her eyes darken, turning beady and shadowed.
Her gaping maw grows razor sharp teeth,
Her skin a mess of veined stone and rust.
(Can no one else see it?)
“Come with me, children,” she says, “forget what it is to feel.”
The children, of course, follow; what else do they know?
A crucifix hangs around her neck.
The crowds of salivating men reeking of cigar smoke
And of women with sparkling chains strangling their necks
Cheer and scream and shriek and roar.
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Salt runs down their cheeks
As they proudly watch their children be drained of life.
“Thank God,” says one of the decadent shells in his chamber
When he hears that children are being beaten and crushed and raped
By consecrated men who have never been told no.
“Finally,” he says, “we can condemn the ones who love one another.”
“No one is forcing this on you,” says the woman,
Carefully chosen for her beautiful face and kind demeanor,
Smiling blandly out from the screen
In a classroom much closer than you think.
She reaches towards the children
With talons much sharper than a reprimanding tongue
To tear out their hearts and twist around their minds.
“Just accept it.”
The children start to scream, but they don’t even notice it.
The girls and boys grow and change as years go on
Flinching when they start to think of love
As since infancy they’ve been told of its perversion.
Girls peek at other girls with sidelong glances
Yearning for a laugh or a soft touch or a kiss.
They know they will never get that and live.
So the boys unweave the flowers from their hair
And the girls sheath their swords, and lock away their dreams.
But.
Even an institution of undulating hate encircling the globe
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Cannot stop every pair of hands that reaches in darkness.
And once those hands touch,
Once the children learn how to fill up their souls
From far-away friends calling out through computers,
There is no power on Earth that can stop
Their laughter and life and light.
And God smiles every time, for someone has finally found the truth.
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What We Keep
Eliza Moore
This spring we wake up restless.
We throw bed sheets off and run outside
into the pale beautiful, pick from trees
whose petals are blurs of white in the dark,
blossoms like when we
have no boundaries and no names.
We learn to love every man-made thing.
The shadow of the mountain
looms over us, so far away,
we lay in the grass and look at it, think,
what a dangerous thing it would be,
to feel that close.
There are so many ways to measure distance
it’s a wonder we keep anything at all.
We steal branches and tie them
around each other‘s fingers, pray that the knots
stay, enclose them in palms and learn
the meaning of the word artist,
learn how to dance the way we cook,
with the same amount of wildness,
learn that the things that are ours never fit
on our tongues anyway, they fit nowhere,
so all spring we wake up reaching,
wake up thirsty, wake up cold.
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Beach
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Somewhere Near the Ocean
Tula Hanson
By the end of the summer, Baby was an empty ribcage. We hadn’t known what to
do with her body, and not having any shovels, left it on a rock facing west. Away from
where we were, of course. No one wanted to see Baby without meaning to, didn’t want
to think of what happened to her. I had only visited twice, once to leave a shell beside
her, then again to see if she was still there. The repulsive stage of decomposition was
over; her skin was not peeled halfway off, nor were there insects claiming her as theirs.
Her limbs and head had been dragged away, probably by the wind and waves—the ribs
had gotten stuck between two rocks, doomed to bleach in the sun. I had expected the
death to be beautiful. Instead, it was messy, fleeting. Only disturbing to those who
didn’t expect it. The island carried the loss with it. Sometimes I felt death lurking between tree roots, furrowed in innocent rage. I never doubted that we were being
watched by something: not larger or more beautiful but other, unreconcilably different
than anything we’d ever understand.
Beatrice’s grief was a mountain. I think I somehow gave her my tears—she cried
every night until the moon was new again. It took me a while to realize the wind had replaced her howls, and that her shuddering was silent against me as we slept. It was getting darker lately. The circles under our eyes grew along with the roiling mass above—
clouds as thick as muscle stuck above us, silent. Everything else stopped talking too.
Sometimes I thought I heard whispers, chirps, but the birds were tucked away in trees,
the fish satisfied to stay underwater. As Beatrice and I picked our way along cliffs, we
stepped lightly, knuckles whitened from holding onto each other, onto Leo’s thinning
fingers. The vines around us no longer bore blackberries—they only served to cut us if
we stepped away from the path, to remind us of what lay below the cliff. Certain death,
rocks polished by the ocean’s expert hand. The warm, wet air pushed itself like
glue into our lungs, trying to seal them shut. I wished I could slip out of this place, arrive somewhere else that didn’t make my brow heavy. I began to wonder if the island
was waiting for us to drown.
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We made a new home for ourselves during the dark days, one that sat on the edge of the
forest. This one felt permanent. Old logs served as walls, moss on the ground to mimic a mother’s
calming hand. We were used to the dirt by now, had grown to like the feel of it between our fingers
and toes. Our hair was permanently stained with salt, skin tanned and ashy from former sun. We
brushed our teeth with saltwater too, ate from beige plastic bowls and used aluminum silverware—these were the things that lasted. Most blankets had insects or holes or mildew, so we
ripped them up for other uses.
Pieces of the boat that were not taken by waves became shelter. The roof over our new house
was part of the hull, broken off and carried up the hill. We had nothing else to do but wait underneath for five days while the sky taunted us with rain.
“Nora, tell us a story.” Leo’s eyes were dull. Although he had lost his toddler weight, it was
already apparent his growth had been stunted. He would be starting kindergarten this fall, I
thought. If I told Beatrice, she would start to cry, so I didn’t. I kept the sadness inside, feeling the
hollow place where something should have been get a little bit bigger.
“Okay.” I decided to indulge myself with a different version of the truth. Somewhere between
fantasy and reality, where I used to think places like this island rested. “A little while ago, I decided to go boating. I wanted to see the stars from the open sea, see them reflect across the water.”
My voice was grand and sure, the voice I used when I read picture books to the neighbors I babysat. It sounded foreign to all our ears. We didn’t talk unless we had to anymore.
“But I didn’t want to go alone. So, I decided to bring my brother and sister.” Leo’s eyes were
fixed on me, dull with longing. His face held a childlike ignorance, a skew in perspective. He will
not remember this the same as Beatrice and me, I realized. His memories will be bigger and wilder
with things he was never taught words to. I knew this story would only damage his mind, but I also
knew I needed to tell it. Tearing my eyes away from his freckles, I continued.
“We brought what we thought we needed and went out at dusk, making good time. We didn’t
know where we were going yet, but we knew we would get there. We stayed up as late as we could
every night on the boat, watching the sky. We counted shooting stars when we saw them. I saw one
that was so bright it stained my eyes when I shut them. In the afternoon we would go fishing and
cook the fish over a little stove for dinner.” I swallowed. My story was reaching more than my sibling’s ears. The island was clinging to my every word.
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“Then one night, we were all too tired to stay awake. We fell sound asleep under the stars and
didn’t notice as our boat headed towards land. In the morning, we woke up to a bump as we hit
shore. The night before, the moon had stolen our maps and sails, and we realized this must have
been our destination all along.” If Beatrice and Leo realized this was not the entire story, they
stayed silent. Their eyes were heavy, out of focus, and as I looked into them I could not tell if they
remembered the sound of the boat tearing apart, our relative’s screams as I did. I could not tell if
they remembered clinging to wreckage, washing ashore with cracked lips and wrinkled toes, running wildly across the island in search of fresh water. Realizing that it was just the three of us left.
When we found the kitten in a box in a washed-up chunk of boat, it was like a scene from a
movie. Sugar-blue sky, heat-glazed color, all wrapped in a bow with a gift tag: Happy Tenth Birthday Beatrice in my father’s script. Beatrice cradled the cat like a baby in her arms, and so we
named it Baby out of spite and Beatrice fell deeply in love. Then one day Baby stopped
breathing. Yawned really wide like she’d swallowed a stone (and in that moment I wished we
named the cat Cronus), twitched once and fell over, spine cracked like a whip. We left her to rot in
front of the sunset on the other side of the island.
I wondered, looking at my siblings in the twilight, if they had convinced themselves this was
all an elaborate bad dream, that next week they would wake up without protruding ribs and months
of psychological damage.
The sky began to cry. Huge sobbing tears; I realized it had just let go. It was crying for us. We
put out our bowls to collect the rain.
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Poem Hanging by a Loose Thread
Emily Lu
Steam clings to the air
as droplets pelt down
on my back. If only aches and sores
could wash away, slipping
through my toes like ideas spilling
from an untied mind.
Condensating thoughts drip
from its loose ends, like beads of water
sliding down the white-tiled walls,
formed but forgotten as they disappear
down the drain. This is why
I don’t take long showers—
the mind loses too much
when left open to drift for too long.
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Oceans
Chas Rinne
If you could strand me in the middle of
this water, and float along my glazed eyes,
would you erase the feeling of land?
Senses misused. Lost in the space between
Floor and surface.
I listen for the ocean behind your voice.
I hate tides, spring and neap. I prefer
Being under, pressed to the ground
by infinite water. Life exists in all
kinds of places.
Two sides to every story, two truths
set in stone. Forever clashing until a
late pungent depression is onset. Land
tasted stale, like the roof of my mouth
while I dream.
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Confession
Irene Hwang
Smoothing out the tablecloth, her hands caress the creases and folds as she slips
into the chair next to mine.
Her eyes target the words that flood my laptop screen, jumbled into a mix, acting
as an attempt for a first draft essay.
Yet, there is no noise. The screech of the chair is muffled by the thin carpet underneath. Second instincts pick up these subtle hints, but refuse to display any signs of acknowledgement. The only sound masking the blank silence is the rattle of each individual key pressed onto the laptop, until this, too, drowns in the overwhelming silence.
But alas, to her, a purposeless visit does not exist.
“Is there something that you’re not telling me?” She coos softly, enticing me to the
dimly lit road of truth. Eyeing the many boulders that block the way, my foot turns to
the opposite direction.
“No, Mom, there’s nothing to tell you. Why?” Lies. All lies. One foot in front of
the other, the pace quickens as the view of the intersection fades away.
Her petite shoulders, along with her posture, slouch down with the weight of her
burdens.
“I hear things, things you won’t tell me,” she whispers as my eyes are held in the
straight gaze she propels forward. The vision I see inside her eyes is indescribable. I see
pain. They wince in shame, betrayal. I know this too well, because I am the one who positioned them there.
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But I was too far into the road to turn back. “What do you mean? There’s nothing wrong,
you’re probably just getting mixed up with someone else.” I revert my eyes to the screen and
through my peripheral vision, I note the still statue that is my mother. She hasn’t moved a single
inch.
We both know the unspoken words that we each want to say, except with the absence of courage.
Just stop. No, I don’t want your pity, your condescending lectures. You cannot open up a
closed off hole.
“Are you sure?” My jog comes to an abrupt stop. I am met with a side road, an opportunity to
the truth. Yet without a second glance, I start to sprint.
“Yes, Mom. I’m sure,” but the only reaction I truly needed was found from the bite of her lip.
Self doubt resides inside for the first time, like a wind making it difficult to keep running. Do I tell
my mom about the rumors?
“I don’t believe you. People tell me these things, Irene.”
Do I tell her about my best friend’s betrayal?
“Do you know how it feels when people have been talking about your daughter?”
Do I tell her about the heartbreak?
“The daughter you love so much and the daughter that you’re proud of?”
Do I tell her about the talks and whispers lingering in the halls and into everyone’s ears?
“The daughter that you take the utmost pride in?”
Do I tell her about the loneliness?
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“The daughter that has brought you joy and happiness?”
Do I tell her about my self-harm?
“The daughter who is the reason why I’m holding on right now?”
Do I tell her about the suicidal thoughts?
Her throat croaks on the word, ‘now’, barely managing to get it across when she collapses in
front of me. Each shudder brings on the next fleet of tears, each dropping down and staining the
cushion.
There, the lustrous armor, the protection which withstood the worst battles, is marked with
multiple fractures. I was oblivious to the rupture I’d created and the amount of distance that had
been growing between us. It was like a mold, slowly eating away at the metal, until its deterioration had broken the strong bonds that had once kept it so sturdy. I was so blinded by my own struggles, I had failed to recognize hers.
My mother had crossed over the forbidden internal wall, marked with barbed wire and guards
standing in front, into my heart. Tears gathered at the bottom of my chin, and with no intention to
wipe them away, I say,
“Let’s start from the beginning.”
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If These Walls Could Talk
Mattie Elizabeth Flading
I wake up confined by the walls I have
Built. This loneliness is frightening.
I equip myself each morning with
Sledgehammers and pickaxes
But no amount of swinging seems to suffice.
I just keep slamming my way into these walls,
Until my hands are calloused and home
To splinters and bruises and scrapes
These walls have no end.
Beyond the wall I now lay my eyes upon,
Is another that I cannot yet see
and there are more beyond that one too.
They are an ever expanding symphony
Of brick and cement, I believe this true.
The walls appear more fragile in my head.
I think for quickly fleeting seconds:
Perhaps I can make it to the other side.
But what my eyes speak to me now is that
No matter what my head is telling me
These walls do not house an other side.
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I shove against them until fire burns
Beneath my skin, and I pull back,
Panting. I wipe the sweat from my
Forehead and my brows pull together.
The next thing I remember is yelling.
Not the kind of yelling you would expect
To swell from a blistering frustration,
But the kind that rumbles buildings.
“What do you want from me?”
My hands quavering and my throat
Burning with malicious intent.
To my surprise, the walls reply.
“Oh dear, if you really wanted us to break,
We
Would
Crumble.”
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The Cure
Shannon Rali
“Lake Sutton,” I called.
With a look of exasperation, a well-built man appearing to be in his early twenties
leaned onto the counter, exhibiting a fading black star on his left bicep. A gold hoop
pierced his right nostril as well as his helix. I scanned the barcode of the identification
bracelet firmly secured on his wrist and pulled up his medical records from the database.
I confirmed information with him regarding his prescriptions. “ Okay, Lake, so it
seems that you are on twenty milligrams of Zicosin twice daily and 100 milli-”
“Can you just give me the fucking pills?” he interjected.
I quickly handed him a Dixie cup filled halfway with water and dropped an assortment of red, white, and blue tablets in his hand. He scowled and placed the seven pills
on his tongue, immediately following them with water.
“I don’t see why you don’t have to take no goddamn pills; you are just as fucked
up as the rest of us are,” he snapped as he put the cup down.
“These medications and treatments you are receiving will help speed up your discharging process,” I nervously explained.
“Yeah, because being a fag requires treatment.” He slapped the counter and darted
away to the common room.
***
Around 5:00 am, Michael, Linda, Christine, and I had to take the morning vitals of
the patients. I knocked on Gabe Rouse’s door first. He had been admitted by his father
after being caught performing oral sex on his step-brother.
“Vitals,” I said as I struggled to push the cart into the dark, windowless room. I
felt sympathy for the patients as they were not able to witness the beauty of the sunrise
after dawn. He hazily lifted himself onto the edge of the bed and I took his blood pressure, temperature, pulse, and respiratory rate. I thanked him as he laid back down and
slowly drifted back to sleep.
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The next room belonged to Lake. I gently knocked on the door and anxiously turned the
knob.
“V-v-vitals,” I stuttered. I noticed under the thin white sheets that he had an erection.
He awoke for a brief moment and shut his eyes again. Yesterday, I had noticed that his eyes
were hazel. Hazel eyes always remained a mystery to me as they never stayed one color. They
could contain hues of green, blue, or even amber depending on the lighting conditions, and I found
that to be so beautiful.
“Lake, I need to check your vitals,” I said sternly this time.
He looked down at his erection and then turned to grin at me. “See anything that interests
you?”
I rubbed my neck and repeated myself for the third time. “I need to take your vitals. Now.”
He carelessly reached his arm out and I wrapped the cuff of the blood pressure monitor
around it. As I increased the pressure exerted by the cuff, Lake bit his lip and then said, “Hurts so
good.”
I kept quiet as I now inserted the thermometer underneath his tongue. Then he proceeded to
run his hand down my thigh.
“Awh, looks like my tree ain’t the only one standing tall this morning,” he teased.
“I’m straight,” I asserted.
“You’re about as straight as a goddamn curly fry.
” My face reddened. “Keep this behavior up and you’ll be institutionalized for decades.”
“Eventually when they find out the truth about you, you will be too.” I rolled the cart out of
the room.
***
“Peter, I need you to give the Fenocriptine injections to Gabe Rouse, Tommy Lesniak, Asher
Thompson and... Lake Sutton,” Karen requested as she looked at her clipboard.
Karen was African-American, making her the only person of color at the ward. It did not
seem to matter, though, as she was one of the three psychiatrists at the institution, while the rest of
us were simply nurses earning less than half of what she made annually.
“Okay, sounds good,” I said.
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I walked over to the common room and found the boys staring mindlessly at a crime series
playing on the undersized TV. A scene with a male beginning to undress was playing and the channel changed abruptly as they had become aware of my presence.
I cleared my throat. “Gabe, Tommy, Asher, Lake: come with me for your weekly injections.”
Gabe, Tommy, and Asher promptly rose from the wool sofa. However, Lake shifted and
draped his legs over the armrest.
“Lake, please get up,” I implored. I was so frustrated with his constant reluctance.
“Fuck off,” he responded with a coldness comparable to the Chicago winter.
“Go wait in the chairs by the door,” I told the other boys.
I walked over and sat in the small space next to Lake, his head resting beside my thigh.
He adjusted himself to an upright seating position. “You know how wrong it iswhat you
guys are doing- right?”
I looked down at my white clogs as I lightly fluttered my feet.
“It sucks- having to be held captive from the world and classified as mentally ill just because
you are attracted to dicks instead of vaginas,” he said. He sounded genuinely upset rather than impertinent for the first time since I had ever spoken to him.
I slowly nodded. “I know.”
We both remained silent for about five minutes as he flipped through TV channels after watching bits and pieces of multiple programs that were going on at the time. Teen dramas. Raunchy
comedies. Sporting events. World news.
“Get up and go grab your stuff,” I said.
“What?” he asked as he finally decided on a rerun of Friends.
“You are getting out of here. We all are.”
“But how are we gonna leave with the security team on our asses?”
“Just follow my lead,” I said confidently.
He raced to his room to go grab his belongings as I quickly gathered the other nineteen inpatients. I explained the plan and I could see the instant feeling of liberation in their facial expressions. They cautiously went to their rooms to pick up their paper bags of clothes and selected toiletries. Most items such as facial cleansers were considered “dangerous” in the sense that it took
away from their masculine images, rather than the fear of them being consumed.
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I went to the operating room and picked up a scalpel. I looked at it with intensity for a moment and smiled, before quietly exiting the room. The other boys were all huddled in a corner of
the hallway and I motioned to them that it was time: it was time for them to taste the sweetness of
freedom. I took them to the back door where a burly man stood appearing to be dozing off.
“Ready?” I whispered.
They all nodded excitedly.
The moment they all sprinted outside, the guard pulled out his handgun and sounded the
alarms. Red and blue lights flashed as the blaring sirens went off to alert the rest of the staff in the
hospital. The boys were all fairly far from the premises at this point besides one of them: Lake.
Before the security guard pulled the trigger of his handgun that was pointed at Lake, I slit his
throat with the scalpel and he dropped to the ground. I felt like Michael Myers.
As Lake and I both ran to catch up with the rest of the group, I asked him between heavy
breaths, “Why did you wait for me?”
“Because if I get institutionalized again for decades, I’d wanna spend every year of it with
you,” he said.
We then held hands, interlocking all of our fingers, and continued to run.
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trapped light years behind you
Lola Basiliere
rode the bus to class yesterday morning. walked
(my callous covered feet from city excursions and lost conversations)
the five minutes uphill to the stop. coffee in hand
(you always hated caffeinated beverages)
to quench the tremor in my hands and head. sweatpant clad legs
(now that excessive skin is not needed to gain attention)
cocoon me in the unseasonably cold climate. bus rolled up and driver said hello
(i guess no one’s smile is genuine these days).
looked out the hazy window as the streets whiz by
(but not as quickly as our mornings on the train)
and my neighborhood disappears. inserted
(what was once our)
music into my left and right ears to drown out the other passengers. felt reality
(both fortunately and unfortunately)
slip away and be replaced by the familiar dread
(and haunting comfort)
of months past resurface in my brain. fully aware of my presence being the
(long since)
only one still caught up in this haze of a repetitive daydream. the bus
(both fortunately and unfortunately)
arrived at school and i was awoken from my party of one.
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To Paint the Eyes
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A Reminder of My Place
Jonathan Webb
The thick-forearmed and innocuously named Jason had little hair and a froggy baritone. He read off a list of the various codes and things that may be of alarm in a hospital, Code Red for Fire and so on. We heard anecdotes of those days when there were
only four security guards instead of thirty-something; he told us about that one time the
hospital should’ve called a Code Silver¹ but didn’t. At the end of his presentation the
chief security guard furiously prodded us, an audience of twenty-something teenage hospital volunteers, for at least one question. Nobody obliged him.
The other activities at orientation were similarly forced: wheelchair “training”,
that Glo Germ demonstration to emphasize the importance of hand washing, some attempt at team-building or breaking the ice by throwing around a large and luridly colored beach ball that compelled the catcher to share something about themselves, etc. I’ll
note that I was the only guy there, which variably made me lucky or effeminate depending on who I asked. Phallus or no, we were all dressed the same: an offensively blue
polo, khakis², and that little electronic badge that opens doors to certain parts of the hospital and makes us feel like we’re part of some slightly-exclusive club. Upon exiting,
we were assigned to any of multiple on-the-job-training type departments where we
could most efficiently learn some pattern-matching task and be put to use.
___________________
¹Code Silver indicates a “Weapon/Hostage Situation”; the occasion was some domestic dispute in the far reaches
of the hospital parking lot, culminating in a nursing student being shot in the head by her boyfriend/fiancée/male
partner (who, I’ll add, was something like twice her age). I was told that the individual who discovered the body
attempted “live-saving techniques” – CPR.

²The particular pair of khakis I wore to orientation was about two inches too short, a product of my poor ability in
reading clothing labels and hate/fear of Walmart dressing rooms; the pants’ dimensions made one question “are
those long shorts or short longs?”. They were also generously wrinkled – I noticed a crease that most would not
and decided to “iron” the trousers by pressing a cylindrical Nesquik container lengthwise along the pants’ inseam.
This was a poor idea.
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Having little to do with veterinary medicine and instead being a combination of janitorial and
delivery work, PETS stood for Patient [and] Equipment Transport Services. Duties include but are
not limited to: stopping at lower-level-of-care units and collecting all varieties of soiled equipment³, using wipes that are drenched with tongue-twisting antimicrobial compounds, which seem
to induce headaches in some, to clean said equipment, and wheeling patients out of the hospital
(this is referred to as “discharging the patient”). My assigned “duties” quickly became rote, but a
few anecdotes stand out among the rest.
PETS employees transport a volume of equipment that necessitates the use of a cart. The cart is
simple in its construction – four wheels⁴, a top and bottom shelf, brown splotches of rust and
_____________________
³Some of the equipment I handled was decently interesting or at least performed a function I never thought was necessary (the
so-called sequential pumped air in and out of sleeves around patients’ legs; this on-and-off compression prevented blood clots in
bed-ridden patients by promoting blood flow in areas that wouldn’t otherwise get it), other items were some combination of boring or (necessarily) disgusting.
3a We had low-tech stuff too: dense-as-clay foam wedges that could function as hurricane-proof housing material, acting as pillows for parts of one’s body that are not the head.

⁴Two of the cart’s wheels were capable of full-sweep 360⁰ rotation while the others were fixed in place; think of a front-wheel
drive car. In some display of my lacking mechanical aptitude/street-smarts/whatever, I pushed the cart’s “front end” for an embarrassing length of time. This produced numerous near-collisions in the hospital’s slightly-too-narrow hallways as I tried needlessly
hard to maneuver the cart.
4a LENGTHY PERSONAL ANECDOTE OF PRECISELY ZERO VALUE TO THE GREATER ESSAY – A discussion
about me being bad with my hands is especially appropriate in a paragraph dealing (tangentially) with motor vehicles. I have always been kinesthetically challenged in some regard; this is not the result of any neurological disability – although that’d make a
great excuse – I just didn’t play catch enough as a kid. It is easy to see how this effect compounds on itself: I am bad at catching
flying items, so I will not practice, therefore I will become worse at catching flying items, and so on.
This quality, if you’d call it that, of mine was expressed on an occasion involving my car. After entering the Driving Machine and
performing that same routine – everyone has one – of checking my face in the mirror and making the appropriate non-surgical
adjustments, selecting a piece of music that fits my mood, etc., I started driving and heard a noise that may be described as “bad”.
The flat tire itself didn’t make much noise, but the weirdly-loud gravel-sloshing plus my tire pressure indicator’s stare through
the eye formed by “0” informed me that I must exit the vehicle. Most unfortunate.
It had been about three months since my Generous Parents bought me this car, meaning that the weekly carwash visits and abstinence from eating inside had ceased. Regardless, I still felt as if the car deserved to drive on four decently-full tires. I consulted
with my Advisors – mom and a stepbrother – and was informed that car manufacturers are smarter than myself and have already
installed the appropriate tools in the car. (continued)
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who-knows-what on many points throughout the frame. Basic as it was, there was a requisite
amount of creativity and “higher-order thinking” associated with making full use of your PETS
cart. Tight and meticulous packing of the smaller items in the bottom shelf was a given, and a
thinking man could conclude that commodes and shower chairs will only fit on the top shelf. However, none but the brightest and most geometrically-inclined players of the 4-dimensional board
game that is the management of a PETS cart will realize that you can put one pair of the commode/
shower chair’s legs between the cart and its front and back handles, affording the transport of two
more purposed chairs. Now carrying thirty-something pieces of equipment, the cart was pushed by
one hand as the employee/volunteer pulled behind them a collection of IV poles stacked precariously atop each other’s legs.
A common task of mine was the so-called discharge, which consisted of me hauling a wheelchair to the patient’s room and directing them to sit only when I’ve applied the brakes (it may be a
poor situation to have a 250 pound mass of lard and flesh throw themselves onto an object that
isn’t secure to the floor). I then ask which entrance to take them to, where we can both wait for
their Loved Ones or whoever to come collect them. Depending on the patient’s bariatric status and
the condition of the wheelchair’s bearings, movement around the hospital can be slow; waiting for
elevators (in which the patients go backwards so that they aren’t awkwardly facing the wall but
rather awkwardly facing the door) adds a minute or two, here and there, to the discharge.

___________________
Changing a tire is a rather straight-forward task. I did, however, nearly manage to lose a few fingers or more when I tried to elevate the car without making sure the jack was totally engaged; 2000 pounds of metal sliding backwards at you is not an everyday
experience for sheltered suburb-dwellers like myself.
I still never quite figured out why I had a flat tire that day.
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Small talk is a skill I am somewhat deficient in; nonetheless, the weather is always topical.
One patient, a male of no less than fifty years (I am not trained in the art of gauging people’s age
by sight, but his hairline’s loss in the war against recession plus the loud, I-don’t-care-that-we’reinside tone of his voice made my assessment almost obvious) honored me with a token of wisdom
given to us Youngsters only by the nearly-senile. He asked if I was volunteering for a GPA boost; I
joked about how I wished that was the case, precipitating this: “That’s good that your giving back
to the community. In a few years, your friends will be face-down in the trenches with their asses in
the air”. The second half of this comment struck me as both peculiar and funny – I’m still not sure
what to make of it.
There was that one time when I had to go down to probably the lowest-level-of-care unit in the
hospital, a place that reminds one of a nursing home because of both its patient population and atmosphere⁵, to deliver an item so rare that it isn’t even on hand in the PETS room but rather had to
be retrieved from the storage closet⁶: a telephone, presumably for communication with a patient’s
Loved Ones. The door to the patient’s room was closed which usually means Go Away, but a nurse
asked if I was uncomfortable going in – unsure if I was intimidated by or trying

_____________________
⁵It’s obvious that a hospital unit’s atmosphere is a direct function of its patient population; the animalistic crazies in the psych
ward are eager to bunch nurses and start brawls, but the guys in the morgue are pretty chill.
⁶Insulation was visible above you and rebar jutted out obliquely from the walls; the PETS storage room was a concrete dungeon
left many steps from finished by the hospital. A favorite pastime of mine was born within the walls of this very room:
Gloves were a mandatory thing and in plentiful supply behind any door that only opened to badges; the storage room was among
them. I soon realized that the gloves’ composition allowed for a beautiful thing – you could take them almost completely off,
loop the elastic bit around your thumb, and send them flying like some sort of wearable projectile.
To complement the gloves, commodes of all sorts were grouped by the dozen in neat rows and columns against the walls of the
storage room. I never played basketball for a number of reasons, but the generously wide mouths of the toilet allowed for me to
shoot “hoops” from maybe fifteen feet away.
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(pathetically) to impress the 5’2” figure, I entered the room. Supine on the bed-with-wheels was a
husk of a human being, presumably female but you can never be sure; past 80, we lose our hair
and forfeit any semblance of a smooth complexion – men’s and women’s facial features become
indiscernibly similar. It spoke what was probably English in a voice too soft and to really hear.
I played with the 1990s China-made artifact that was that telephone; reading instructions is a difficult task without that handy thing called light. After mashing both ends of various wires into the
phone until one of them went click, I circled the bed and plugged something into a wall whose outlets were already powering numerous obscure life-support instruments. A nurse entered and barked
at me to leave, and that was that.
When not engaged in the stimulating activities detailed above, my time was spent in one of
three places: 1) the bathroom, 2) the PETS storage room, 3) the PETS department room. The room
was situated in the middle of the hospital; on the second floor, in a badge-only access hall that connected the east and west wings of the building. This made sense given the department’s function.
Described as if one walked straight through the room (which, as some explanation for the
length of this description, was maybe ten times as deep as it was wide): falling-apart wheelchairs
to the left, yellow and blue bags to the right (these “bags” were large, canvas constructions whose
purpose was to protect nurses/Loved Ones whose circumstances decided that they must interact
with a contagious patient; the bag was hung from patients’ doors by a hook/sling contraption and
its nine pockets contained a number of contagion-curbing measures: gloves, masks, and these
poncho-looking, see-through plastic outfits)⁷, a few carts whose purposes were described above, a
collection of shower chairs and commodes with weight capacities well into the eight hundred
pound range, a horse-stall-mat-covered area for cleaning the larger equipment, a small shower
whose purpose was not human use but rather the removal of hard-to-get-off mystery stains and
such from (usually) the commodes, racks of IV pumps and other handheld items, stacks upon
stacks of IV poles whose legs and hooks were interlocked with dubious security, that stainless steel
countertop area where we cleaned stuff by hand (and more⁸).
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The salient valuable bits of the PETS department resided at the back of the room. Behind the
desk was a whiteboard where the employees were depicted as decently-doodled human forms of
dry erase ink; a character named Randy was foremost among them, placed in the center and a few
inches higher than the rest. Randy’s beard was, to use that everyday beard-describer, scraggly. It
was also grey, in contrast with the gold halo indicating that Randy left humanity behind. “Lung cancer. He also liked to ride bikes” was the obituary I received upon asking; he started the Whiteboard
Tradition and, unlike other employees who’ve left the department, was not erased as that would’ve
“been wrong”. I have found it in myself to agree.
Other characters included Nick, who made fun of me for being unable to swim and introduced
me to Def Leppard which, to me, sounds oddly similar to Van Halen; same genre, same era, blah
blah blah. Jarod held a number of odd jobs and told me that he prides himself on adhering to a diet
he considers nutritionally non-embarrassing, consisting almost wholly of very gamy meat like elk;
three days later and straight-faced: “All I’ve eaten today’s like a Coke and some cookies or something”. The variety of cookie was never specified. These two were the managing employees during
the time I was at the hospital, the 4-8pm shift.
Ancillary to Nick and Jarod were the employees who actually did more than exist behind a
desk and operate the telephone; I remember few of them and only in very lacking detail. I’m sure
the feeling is mutual, as my seeing these people in the hospital on a given day prompted them to
introduce themselves as if we’d never met. Thomas was some 6’6” mastodon of perhaps 280
pounds, who pitied his pregnant wife because “the kid’s gonna be big like his dad”. Eric was considerably lesser in height and spoke with something of a regal courtesy and politeness; he told me
that he partied way too much as a younger man and was trying to get back on track. Juany is remembered by me because of that story he told about the diarrhea.
______________________
⁷ The yellow bags were boring, general use stuff for when a patient had the flu or whatever. The blue bags, though, were called
“chemo bags” because they were hung on the doors of patients who were undergoing chemotherapy, apparently rendering their
bodily fluids radioactive and a large spill thereof being grounds for a hazardous-materials-indicating Code Orange.
⁸Densely packed dispensers of rubber bands for constraining wires and wooden dowels of maybe eight inches and unknown
function tickled my mind in the spot wherever Legos do, obligating me to create a number of projectile-launching constructions
including a “bow and arrow” that grew increasingly large in its multiple iterations.
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After three weeks, the above characters seemed to tolerate me decently well.
As I made my escape from the hospital after my last day “on the job”, I managed to inhabit the
domains of confusion, happiness, and introspection all at once; it was the same state of mind any
K-12 student will enter in the hour surrounding the dismissal bell on any of their many last days of
school.
“So, why did you choose to volunteer at the hospital in the first place?”
Being on the other side of it, knowing that I didn’t really learn anything meaningful – I didn’t
learn anything some other opposable-thumbed mammal-thing couldn’t be taught to do – I was a little sour. It was a weird kind of sour, too, because I signed myself up for the program with zero parental coercion, I went through the mild hassle associated with the application and interview process, I showed up and did the menial grunt-work with what hopefully resembled a smile on my
face. If it was my choice all the way through, shouldn’t I have some aversion to writing it off as a
waste of time?
A big reason I signed up was the word “hospital”. Whenever I’m asked what I’ve decided to
dedicate my life to – as if I’ve got a clue at sixteen – I usually mention something about maybe being a physician. It’s the thing to do, right? The letters MD (or DO, we live in accepting times) are a
one-way ticket to obscure European cars and a white coat with My name on it, plus the power to
impress non-doctors with very relatable phrases such as paroxysmal nocturnal dyspnea – “Yeah
man, me too!”. Unfortunately, God Status isn’t free; I’d end up toiling away slave-like through my
best years for the privilege of being summoned at 3AM to do a surprise abdominal aortic aneurysm⁹ repair.
Whether that’s for me, I don’t know; I do know, however, that I was silly enough to think a
three-week stint at the hospital, where I wasn’t allowed to meaningfully interact with patients (duh
– I’m an untrained, unqualified kid), would inform me about my future life choices. I thought I’d
do something sexier than cleaning equipment, I thought I might save a life and have one of those Iam-God power-trips, I thought I would talk to and work alongside doctors and nurses who spent
years getting to where they are now – all because I spent an hour filling out and mailing the hospital volunteer form.
I think I forgot about the word “volunteer”.
____________________
⁹ A balloon in your belly, sort of
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The Purest Form of Friendship
Natalie Antonia Rezek
she watched
as you and i danced.
you played the boy
i played the girl
you put your hands
on my hips and you said
you have hips i never want
to let go of
and the three of us were
the little bit of paint
that sticks out on an oil piece,
keeping it from being framed
because that little bit of paint
adds a third dimension
to something which is meant to be flat.
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Blurred Faces
Christine Zang
When you first open your eyes, all you can see is the brightness. You don’t know what
it is, but you feel your stubby fingers reach for that light. Pale clouds of cream dot your
vision as you squirm, your back brushing against a fur blanket. You feel tender hands
wrap delicately around your torso, its sensitive warmth spreading across your skin, and
pull your small form away from that security. The pale clouds stitch together into a quilt
of color, and you blink frantically to focus.
Later, you recognize the splash of pure white as your mother’s dazzling smile, and the
black spots as your father’s stubble, scratching you whenever he kissed you on the
cheek. From your mother’s playful peek-a-boos, you realize the swinging blues as your
mother’s sapphire earrings, and from your father’s fluttering hand butterflies, you make
out the shimmering silver band as your father’s platinum wedding band.
When your vision finally allows you to observe your mother’s face, you admire how her
dark eyelashes shiver in delight when she laughs, how the edges of her eyes crinkle
when you try to talk, bubbles of spit blooming around your mouth that you think is
gross, but your mother cooes and calls it adorable. It takes you longer to recognize your
father. Maybe it was the way his dark beard climbs up half his face or how his mess of
brown hair curls to hide his otherwise striking green eyes. You like to tangle your hands
in those curls, swishing them and watching its chaotic dance. The boisterous laugh you
emit makes your father undeniably happy, and you wonder how a grown man could
make such a high-pitched sound.
You dream of the colors you were finally able to explore, darting through lush forests,
chattering with toucans and waltzing with peacocks. You race through meadows of
wheat and watch as their beige arms extend endlessly towards the sky. You lie on the
damp grass of your backyard, gazing towards the magenta sunset.
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You watch as the sky becomes a canvas and the sun its artist, painting a transitory masterpiece.
You scrawl across untouched papers with your tools of creation, the colors you mix brilliantly dashing in a curved formation, a fragile butterfly, mid-flap, struggling to escape the paper’s incessant
restraint.
One night you startle awake, grabbing for anything that will sustain your presence in reality. You
breath, telling yourself it was just a dream. But even with the lights on, you can no longer see the
paper cranes you hung off your ceiling, only fuzzy dots of pink, blue, and purple, splashes of color
that had once been your stunning creations. When your mother comes to check on you, you feel
hot tears run down your face. No matter how hard you squint, you can no longer make out the deep
dimples you used to poke affectionately at, nor the light brown freckles you used to count one by
one.
You’re a kaleidoscopic butterfly, made to admire Mother Earth yet forced to endure a life surrounded by blurred faces, ones whose features you used to know so well, now only a thin mist—an
illusion—drifting in and out of your sight.
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meditations in first period
Ella Harrigan
white light cresting and
breaking on my eyelids;
if i cut off my hair i will
disappear
pupils round and dark
as river stones
sugar cubes always dissolving,
never dissolved
eyes always opening
and closing,
clam shell heart holding
sand not yet turned to
pearls not yet turned
to dust,
my anxiety
medication as orange
as a blood moon
i sigh and curl
my tangles into a bun,
black hair tie stretching lazily
as the river styx
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wonder where the moon goes
when it gets lonely and what if
one day i forget to breathe
stick a fountain pen
in my back pocket,
the music stops
and we continue.
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Blood
Tula Hanson
I remember magnolia blossoms listing side to side under a high-hung moon.
I remember the way lilies sounded.
Pearl-lined lips, gems in moonlight,
sharp and full of blood.
Mine, always thick and copper, a thing to bargain with, to bargain for.
If you peel away enough of anything, you will find it,
muttering listless melodies, stories seeping into ash, into bone.
Blood is nothing but lives before ours, and the steady flow of the river going south.
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Girl, Goat, Glass
Noah Broussard
At what temperature do you cook a witch?
That is precisely what Gertrude thought while rotating the iron stove’s temperature
gauge. The dial began to turn clockwise, each tick scorching the witch’s flesh – her
screeching heard for miles outside of the home.
As the dial began to enter into its red section, Heinrich felt utterly disgusted with
himself. He had never been one to quarrel or argue. He had prided himself on maintaining a strict conduct of civility and manner despite growing up in the rural edge of the village. Every morning when he would get up, he would make sure to place the fresh timber in the fireplace and set the table for his parents to eat with each utensil being placed
in the correct position: spoons to the left of the hard plate, next to the breakfast knife;
and forks to the right of the hard plate, next to the drinking glass. Decorum mattered
above all else. Yet in all of that hospitality, here he was, watching on as his sister
cooked up a witch.
It was true that the witch had tried to eat them, using her proclamations of everlasting feasts as clever bait - after all, children love lies more than they love lollipops.
However, Heinrich was at an impasse. He did not know whether to feel disgusted at the
sight or avenged. Gertrude, on the other hand, was too focused on dialing the gauge to
deal with any of her emotional repercussions. In her mind, the witch was getting what
she rightly deserved.
The witch screamed on in a volley of swears, empty promises, and cries of pain.
The heat was beginning to roast her internal organs. She could feel the deepest layers of
her skin blister and erode. She placed her hands on the stove’s bars and saw that some
of the skin had already melted off of her forearm. “Damn you,” the witch shouted out in
fury. If only she could get her hands around their throats, then they would know what
she really intended to do with them. Little did they know that children’s hearts are common currency on this side of the forest.
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The smell of burning flesh began to coat the room in its acrid odor. The stench was so bad
that Heinrich started to cough on it in abrupt gallops of his chest. His eyes became blurry because
of the onset of tears. His nose began to close up, leaving him to feel breathless with every heave of
his chest. “Gertrude just do it already. Burn the witch,” Heinrich demanded.
Gertrude deliberately ignored his protest. In fact, it was abhorrent to her that he was being
this way. She got up from the dial. The witch began to reel in the heated remnants of her life. The
flames grew and grew on her, finding more ignition points in her sweet, ripe fresh. They were so
large that Gertrude wondered if they burst out of the stove.
With one final cry of the heart the witch burnt to a crisp. Heinrich looked away while Gertrude slowly turned the dial down, the flames dwindling from their former glory. “I’m sorry, but I
need to go,” he muttered to his sister, leaving the house to step outside for a while. Ever since he
was young, he had a weak stomach for violence and cruelty. His heart lurched out of his chest
when he saw such depravity in his fellow men.
Standing near the iron stove, Gertrude ruminated on what to do now that the witch was
cooked. “Do we stay, or should we leave? Staying allows us to have a roof over our heads, but we
would have to scavenge for food,” she pondered, reliving the fresh memories of faux brownies and
false promises. It was at this moment that she caught side of the witch’s right hand. The hand laid
lifelessly on the bars of the stove, its tarry flesh showing out in gruesome details. Something drew
Gertrude to it. It clenched her heart and proceeded to hold on tight. Hunger.
Her stomach was hollow, her fingers clinching and unclenching while her mouth became dry.
She wanted to devour it on the spot. It had been days since she had a full meal, and the way the
hand dangled like a roasted animal made her stomach rumble.
“If I’m going to do this, I need to be careful.”
She looked around the room, her eyes darting between the bronze trays of sugar apples and
freshly baked jelly pies. She could not eat them because they had been laced with a perfect poison.
That’s when she saw it: a meat cleaver laying poised on the table top, its blade glistening under the
fluorescent lights of the ceiling. It called to her; and in that call she knew what it wanted. It wanted
blood, fresh and horrid blood.
“Alright. If that’s what you want, I’ll obliged.”
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She picked the knife up, testing the way it felt in the cusp of her hand. Despite its large blade,
it was surprising lightweight. Perfect for someone of her strength.
Grabbing the witch’s arm with her left hand, Gertrude calculated how she would chop it off.
Because it was flesh, she knew from prior knowledge that multiple cleaves would do the job.
Wielding the cleaver above her head, Gertrude thought of her father. He was the village’s butcher
and her mentor. She spent afternoons working in his butcher shop as his sole apprentice. When the
news spread around the village about the notion of a girl apprentice, they quickly turned their
backs to her in protest. There were no female butchers before, but Gertrude did not mind. Not only
did it give her a sense of focus, but a love of the smell of raw meat and tenderloins; and if being in
that gruesome block taught her one thing, it taught her that a human bone is tougher than it seems.
It takes many strikes of a sharp blade to cleave it in half; and so, as the blade came down upon the
limb, Gertrude murmured to herself,” Powerful, quick, and sharp to the bone.” These were the
same words her father had told her that day in the butcher shop. The same day he and their mother
had led them into deepest parts of the forest: where there was no one around to hear them shouting
for help.
It took nine strikes before the limb came completely off, each strike causing the toasted blood
to splatter delicately on her. When she was done, her apron was completely covered in the paint of
her glory. She pressed the arm to her lips, feeling her face muscles tighten in preparation for a
feast. Her teeth latched on to the limb, her incisors digging into the wrists harshly. Expectedly, the
meat was rough and coarse. Although, as she chewed on the flesh a strange feeling took over her.
She did not revel in the blood, but rather, became dazed in it: a feeling of euphoria casting a light
over her. She felt light, as if her entire body had just become composed of air. Her arms fell to her
sides as her eyes began to dull into a soft slumber. She caught herself as her body began to fall to
the floor. What ever was in that flesh had weaken her core and caused her to tip backwards. She
blinked a copious amount of times in an effort to dilute the sorcery that had been cast over her
eyes.
The limb curled up tightly in the palm of her hand, fresh blood pouring from its open
wounds. “I need to wrap it up with something,” Gertrude decided to herself. Since the witch was a
woman of petite stature, Gertrude did not need to worry about finding excessive bandages because
the arm was quite small. It was about the size of hers, with its horrendous nails sprawling out into
the humid air. In the back of her mind, Gertrude wondered if the witch was more than five feet tall.
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Finding bandages in the wooden cupboard of the witch’s home, Gertrude began to wrap the
limb quickly and effortlessly. With every wrap, Gertrude notice how the blood lightly seeped
through the material of the bandages, causing a faint hue of red to blotch the bandages all across
the arm. It reminded her of the slices of roast they would reserve for later meals after they had finished their evening supper, hiding faintly beneath the eye of its beholder.
Placing the enclosed limb in her wool satchel, Gertrude grabbed the meat cleaver off of the
counter and placed it diagonally across the limb. She surmised that Heinrich would not be pleased
if he found her with such a weapon, most likely scolding her for even picking it up in the first
place. That is precisely why she chose to keep the information to herself, a secret that she would
hold steadfast to her heart. After all, nothing could hurt Heinrich if he did not know of its existence.
Exiting the witch’s hovel, Gertrude was quite surprise to see that her brother was nowhere
about. He was not here, nor there; nor anywhere. It had been only a few moments ago when he
told her that he needed a bit of fresh air. Now, he was gone.
Pursing her lips in to a distasteful smug, Gertrude started to think about all of the things he
had told her the moment they both realized they had been left in the forest. “It’s going to be all
right. As long as you stick by me…you’ll be all right,” Heinrich had told her in a rush, “though,
I’m sure that they’re coming back for us. I’m quite sure. Because what parent would leave their
children like this.” She silently mused to herself at the thought of him being out in the forest all
alone, roaming beyond the trees in a nagging distaste.
Now, Gertrude did not hate her brother, she just severely disliked him. It was not an immediate distaste – like the way one finds certain foods unappealing after the first taste –, but rather a
gradual dissent into antipathy. They were quite close at an early age, all wrapped up in their similar
knitted sweaters and matching socks. Anyone who looked at them knew that they were as thick as
thieves; but, things change as well as people.
It was around the beginning of adolescence that Gertrude noticed her brother’s anal behavior.
Everything had to be just right and proper for Heinrich. Yet, nothing ever was. The dishes were
never gleaming, the clothes were never fresh, and their house slanted too far to the right instead of
being perpendicular with the foundation. He would pick the smallest thing to focus on, and then
would grumble on about it. Being around him was like being around a nonstop theatre act - sorrow
everlasting. He was practically a walking cloud of negativity.
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During that time, Gertrude pulled herself back into the shadows of her brother’s existence,
hardly speaking to him when he would arrive home from a long day of work. Heinrich would arrive, and from there, voice his stances on the amount of problems badgering the village. “Do you
know that some mentors in the village are not paying a standard wage to their apprentices,” he had
once told her, “If I were a mentor – most likely in carpentry, or millinery – I would hold to the standard salary of two quarts of milk and six goose eggs. Yet, these bastards hold tight to their trade!”
The only time he would hush up was when their father would loudly reprimand him for always being in everyone’s else business.
Just remembering that conversation caused Gertrude to rub her head in annoyance. He was a
nuisance to them all, but he was still her brother, and meant something to her.
“Heinrich. Heinrich! Heinrich, are you there,” she shouted into the dense thickets of wood.
Gertrude looked around the hovel, searching for traces of her brother. That’s when she saw the imprints of boots in the damp mud tracing the right side of the house. Gertrude decided to remove her
blood-stained apron because she knew that it would be hard to describe what happen without telling the truth.
Before setting off on amongst the footprints, Gertrude took one last look at the witch’s home.
It no longer took on the air of enchantment that it once did. It no longer had walls of gingerbread
and bricks of velvet cake; and it no longer smelled of ripe fruit and warm chocolate. Now, it was
simply a home with tarnished red bricks and dust scattered all about. It was as if no witch had
taken it up to lure hopeless children inside.
+++
The footprints seemed to go on forever. “How far did Heinrich go,” Gertrude pondered to herself, going over a multitude of different possibilities, “perhaps he took off in a moment haste, or
maybe…he deliberately left me here. I wonder which is more plausible.” The very thought of his
leaving clung to her, threatening to throw her off balance. Thus, she resolved herself to focus
solely on following the footprints rather than contemplating her brother’s reasoning behind his departure.
Heinrich seemed to trample through the mud rather than walk - every footprint showing a portrait of compressed flora. “Dell would probably cry at such a sight,” Gertrude wondered, picturing
her school friend throwing a fit over the mortality of a crushed flower.
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Dell would mostly likely throttle Heinrich if she knew of such a thing. While ruminating on
her school friend, Gertrude noticed that the mud grew thicker and thicker, her boots sinking in it
rather than skimming the top. She felt that she was walking directly into a type of quicksand. Still,
she trudged on.
The branches of the trees started to weave around her in a dance of tangled, prickly vines.
The further she got, the more the branches closed in around her, scrapping her forearms and
cheeks. It reminded her of the time that they had grown their own garden in the small square of
shrubbery near the front door; and when she was reaching for a ripe tomato, a small twig had
nicked her well in the bridge of her nose. The scratch led to an inflammation that lasted for weeks,
giving the village people another reason to distance themselves from her because of her bulbous
nose.
Coming in to a clearing, the vines dove forward into the soil of the ground, growing larger
and larger as it traveled towards the roots of a grand tree. The tree laid directly in the center of that
part of the forest, equidistant from the rest of the trees that circled it. Similar to the vines, Heinrich’s footprints led directly to the base of the tree and stopped there. However, Heinrich was nowhere to be found.
Jumping over numerous branches, Gertrude walked toward the base of the tree. Hanging
from a rusted nail, a cracked mirror stood dull in the dim sunlight. The mirror was roughly square,
its slender frame casted in an ornate bronze detailing. It reminded her of her mother’s vanity, what
with its similar framing and detail. There was something about the mirror that put Gertrude at ease.
She did not know if it was the glass shards retaining tight to the outer frame, or the way the mirror
reflected her own image. Tracing the frame of the mirror, Gertrude began to whisper to herself, “I
wonder what mother would think of me touching a fractured mirror? She’d probably throw a fit
and punish me by reciting one of her old wives’ tales.” Its bad luck to touch a cracked mirror because that’s where the devil lives.
While inspecting it, Gertrude tapped against the cracked lines that ran haphazardly along the
glass. She could not understand how the mirror stayed intact, but she was sure that something had
come along and attacked it. It was then that she heard something exhale behind her. Taking the
cleaver slowly out of her satchel, Gertrude turned around to face the creature. Expecting it to be a
ravenous animal, she was pleasantly surprised to see that it was simply a goat.
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The goat continued to breath in and out, its small horns curling out of its head. Wrapped
around the point of the right horn was a small, withered tag that read in bold letters: “five thalers
and one pound of duck meat.” It assured Gertrude that the goat had been from one of the nearby
communities, most likely a part of a farm or marketplace station. Catching her breath, Gertrude
paused and took detail of its features.
The goat was rather muscular: its four legs protruding in hulking muscle mass. Its fur was a
spiral of brown and white hairs fighting for color dominance – in some places it was large patches
of white, while in others it was a luscious brown. Gertrude also noticed that goat was also tall and
foreboding from all sides. For a moment, she was sure that if she angered it, it would crush her to
death.
“Have you ever seen a goat before,” the goat spoke, its voice mimicking that of a low quake
of the earth, “or are you just juvenile?”
Gertrude covered her mouth with her battered hands. The fact that the animal spoke was not
frightening to her, but rather the way it spoke, as though it could see right through her. A few moments of pure silence went by with both creatures studying each other’s features. The goat narrowed his eyes at the smaller girl. From just one long look, he could tell that she was no ordinary
village child. There was something about her that was off-putting and abrasive.
He lifted his nose high into the air and took one long sniff. That was when he knew what it
was.
“Ah. Did you know that you smell of witches and burnt bread,” he asked diligently, his tag
dangling in the wind as he cocked his head to the right side. Looking rather spooked, Gertrude
lifted her right arm to her face, noticing the other blotches of dried blood that she had overlooked
before. Taking a waft, she smelled it too, though, much more than he did. The smell was spicy,
sweet, and savory all at once – a mixture of rich pepper, sprinkled sugar, and baked yeast. She ascertained that it must have been from being in the witch’s house with all of its wonderful treats.
“It’s a lovely fragrance for one so unwilfully vile,” the goat bleated out. The goat got up from
his hind legs and paced toward the girl slowly. Gertrude eyed him with equal awe and fear. Realizing that he might attack, she wielded the cleaver as though it was her last lifeline. The goat inched
backward, sensing the girl’s terror and quickening heartbeat.
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“Don’t you dare come any closer. I took down an awful witch. I’m not afraid to take down a
devil like yourself.”
“Oh…is that what I am? A devil? A measly devil that lives in the forest and feasts on girls
that might as well be mistaken for afternoon witches.”
“Are you not a devil? My mother tells me that devils always live in cracked mirrors.”
“Perhaps,” the goat smirked, although, it was more teeth than smile, “but you say that you
took down a witch? I’m impressed. Throughout my entire time here, I have never had the pleasure
to meet a female witch hunter before. Has the market opened for women?” The goat paused and began to knead his hooves into the harsh earth.
Reaching behind its back, he hooked his mouth onto what seemed to be a great twig. Although, it was not a twig. It was limb: an unbandaged limb that had previously been stored in a
wool satchel. Lowering her cleaver to her side, Gertrude watched on as the goat lowered the limb
into the hollowed earth and buried it deep within the grave. She was surprised that he had snatched
her limb from out of thin air.
“What do you want with that limb,” Gertrude responded.
“Only just to sew a seed of new friendship, of course. You seem to be an otherworldly girl
and I’m an otherworldly goat. We’re quite a pair, If I say so myself. Besides, all of my other companions have left me, and it’s made me quite lonely,” the goat said while standing back up, “and
being in these woods are not safe for a little goat like me. A wolf might launch out of the bushes
and tear my perfect coat to bloody shreds. The possibility is all too egregious, and the forest is
keen to help those that offer it particular treats.”
“Forget about wolves. My brother, Heinrich, is somewhere around here and I’m trying to find
him. You see those footprints that lead to the base of this tree, those are his.”
“What footprints? I don’t see any footprints.”
Gertrude gazed down towards the roots. The goat was right, the footprints had vanished. In
total bewilderment, Gertrude began to rush through a maelstrom of anxieties, thoughts, and
prayers all at once. In one second, she was praying for her brother’s salvation; and in the next, she
was cursing toward the northern wind.
“But they were right here a moment ago. They led me from the witch’s house to this tree. I’m
sure of it,” Gertrude spoke frantically.
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She had never been one to feed into her own fears, but being in the forest changed her. It
brought something out of her. A darker, more dreadful side. A side that was willing to eat a roasted
hand if it meant her own survival.
What the goat would go on to tell her was that the forest was not at all what it seemed – most
forest are not. Forests are greedy creatures. They demand voracious monsters, whimsical creatures,
and most importantly, youthful wanderers with an appetite for the unknown. They practically
thrive on the mysterious and the unruly; and they create mazes of fallen memories for those who
are unlucky enough to venture through them.
“And thus, here we are. Quite a short history, but one that has been abridged for someone as
yourself,” the goat mocked in a familial manner,” although, that is just the history of this forest.
There are many others out there in all the other worlds. Ones that will kill you swiftly and effortlessly if you are not careful.”
“So, you’re saying that the forest conjured up an illusion of footprints,” Gertrude rebuffed in
disbelief. Even if a forest was a ravenous creature, it did not make since to her how it managed to
perform such a feat.
“Possibly, or maybe, it’s that mirror. I’m sure you can tell that that isn’t just any regular mirror. Although, it might have been once. But since it’s been lost to the forest, it’s undergone a fundamental change, adopting magical properties. Anything that stays in the forest far too long undergoes a change.”
“But me and my brother have been here for a week, and nothing has happened. We’ve got
along just fine, until now.”
“Oh, you silly gnat. The process takes time. It does not happen immediately, unless ushered
in by another magical item: a mushroom, a draught, or even, a hand.”
Gertrude squeezed her the cloth of her dress in her fists, feeling the fabric tear a bit under her
grasp. She remembered what eating some of the witch’s flesh had done to her. Ever since the first
bite, the magic swept through her body, carrying its sweet virus throughout her system. She regretted eating it now. She felt a weight brush up against her stomach at the mere thought of her proposed change.
“I…ate the hand, the witch’s hand. I didn’t mean to I was just so hungry, and we went days
without anything to eat other than wild berries.
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I don’t want anything to happen. I just want to go back home. I want my father and the meat
shop. I want my mother and all of her old tales. I want to be me again,” Gertrude cried out. She
was never one to cry, detesting such a state; but, the whole experience of witches and parental neglect had been quite traumatizing to her.
“Ah,” the goat began softly, “if you must know, the change is not always horrible. In fact, it
can be for the better. It can turn maids into princesses. cows into leaping legends, princes into cast
iron soldiers, or even wizards into such marvelous creatures. The change does not happen out of
thin air. It festers on crumbs that already exist within yourself.”
“Crumbs?”
“Everything that you’ve suppressed about yourself. Every secret. Every lie. Every untold
truth. Everything that you think you know and everything that you think you don’t. The forest is
painful, but truthful. It brings out the most extreme parts of ourselves. That is why most tend to
live on the edge of it.”
Wiping away a few of her remaining tears, Gertrude was still overwhelmed by it all. Going
from a butcher maiden to a lost soul is not an easy transition – though nothing ever is. It takes a
pinch of tragedy, a spoonful of disaster, and a touch of wrath; and no one hardly ever comes out
whole again.
“But you have to accept it all…with every inch of your being. Just the pure weight of it all
can crush someone. That’s how I got to where I am. From the very first moment of cognizance, I
embraced it all – every last drop of it. I became so much more than I could have ever known,” the
goat elaborated, a faint play of a tear whelming up at the crest of his left eye.
“Is that why the mirror led me here? To try to help in the process? To try to breathe me into a
new existence,” Gertrude asked, gradually understanding the overall workings of the forest.
“I would think so, though, I am goat, and my words do not hold true merit. I must warn you
that interacting with elements of the forest can be very dangerous. I’m not sure what would happen
if you were to touch that mirror. Maybe, it would show you something, or perhaps, a reflection of
something else. One can never be quite sure.”
“How do you know so much about this forest? You’re just a goat.”
“A goat has to know many things to survive; and, a magical one needs to know that knowledge is key to many spells. I’ve been a creature of these woods for a very long time.
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Eons upon eons upon eons. I know every love-lost secret and every unpleasant cranny. If I
were looking to establish a trade, it would probably be in the touring business. After all, I’m an excellent tour guide.”
Gertrude turned towards the mirror, her back facing the path that led back towards the trodden way. The mirror was shiny, no longer dull and listless. It practically glistened in a new aura;
and it was no longer cracked, but whole. She was not sure if it was all an optical trick, but to be
frank, she did not care. It called her name sweetly.
Gertrude. Gertrude, come close.
Without thinking it through, Gertrude placed one foot in front of the other, eying the mirror in
allure. Within her, she felt a sense of euphoria – similar to the feeling from the witch’s house. Except, instead of pushing her backwards it called her forward. The mirror began to ripple in a multitude of silver waves. Placing her left hand on the glass, Gertrude could feel the brewing of magic
underneath. She believed that if she were to look away, she would assume that she had placed her
hand near the flames of furnace.
Meanwhile, the goat was checking all around them. He did not want to tell the girl that he
had heard the harsh snap of a twig nearby. He was afraid that he might spook her because the goat
knew very well that anything – or anyone- could be lurking on the edge of their vision waiting to
catch them off-guard. Contrary to this, Gertrude was too busy being enthralled with the hanging
mirror.
The mirror finally pulled itself together in to a composite of her parents, both eating their
thick vegetable soup near the hearth.
“It was the right thing to do you know. We’d starve otherwise. We hardly had any fresh meat
and vegetables to go around, and now look, we’re practically having ourselves a feast,” her mother
spoke frantically, desperately trying to convince herself that would they did was the right thing to
do. Her father only grumbled in response, choosing to focus on the deliciousness in front of him
rather than the desperation of his actions.
The mirror shimmered again, returning to the silvery waves of its magic. It pulled tight again,
showing a picture of her brother – alive and well – near the embarkment of a brown river. In that
moment, she saw him cup water in his hands and splash it on to his face. Heinrich repeated the action several times, each time with more water than the last.
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Getting his full, he fell backward on to the damp grass, steadily regaining his breathing. His
face was a deep flush of scarlet, but it began to dull into a light pink. Gertrude could tell that he
had been running. She could see it in the way that he collapsed onto the earth; but, she could not
tell what he was running from. The mirror shimmered once again for the final time, and this time it
showed her nothing, but a reflection of herself. Gertrude wanted to recoil in terror because she
could not believe in what she was witnessing.
The mirror reflected a Gertrude that was in horrible shape: bruised eyes, forearms that were
battered and scrapped, a hunched over posture, and an overall skeletal frame. This Gertrude
seemed to be a ghoulish version of the original.
“What is that? Is that really me? It can’t be me…because I’m here…and I look nothing like
that. I still have my sturdy arms and a fair amount of weight.”
“It is you, but in the future. The mirror, you see, takes in to account all of the possible routes
of one’s existence, and if one were to look into it, as you have, it would show the most likely route
of one’s story. Your parents get to get away with their crimes. Your brother is chased to a dirty
river and you live on the edge of starvation for the rest of your life.”
“No. No! I don’t want to turn in to some rotting mass of flesh and bones. I don’t want to look
like that. I won’t! I can’t…or do I have any say in the matter,” Gertrude exclaimed. Her stomach
began to rumble in protest, and with it came that same feeling – that same hunger. Her stomach
started to turn flips from its hollowness. Her teeth began to scrape against each other unwillingly.
The flesh of the witch had not been enough. Gertrude needed more.
“But, you do have a chance,” quipped the goat cheekily,” you still have a chance to change
the outcome. You’ve seen how this story is likely to turn out, but it does not have to be that way.
Stories can change at the last moment. All it takes is a willingness to step into a new ending.”
Thus, Gertrude crouched towards the mouth of the goat, listening in fear as he whispered all the secrets of the forest into her ear.
+++
It was later in the afternoon, when she found Heinrich near a small bush of blackberries. Gertrude was looking rather solemn. Her eyes were dark ellipses of dark red and light purple. Heinrich
did not know she was standing right there because he was still too busy collecting his thoughts on
everything that had happen in the past week. First it had been their parents stranding them, then the
witch, and now, it was their separation.
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“Heinrich,” Gertrude spoke sharply from behind, “we need to go. I’ve found a way back to
the village.” Heinrich leaped up in surprise. He was not expecting his sister to be standing right
there after being gone for a couple of hours.
“Gertrude? I…I went back to the house. The witch’s house. I went back because I thought
that you were still inside. But you weren’t. So…so I left. I just assumed that you wanted to find
your own way home after dealing with the witch. You’ve always been one to be on your own,”
Heinrich proclaimed in a flurry of emotions. The truth was that he had felt deeply ashamed for leaving his sister to deal with the remains of the witch; and even though he saw something very peculiar about her, he deliberately ignored it. He knew that it was best to not press on such matters, especially with the news of returning home.
“But, you’ve said you found a way back? Thank goodness!”
“Yes. I have actually. It’s a network of fallen trees, dried leaves, and thick bushes, but it will
lead us home.”
“Gertrude. I’ll admit that I wanted to be the one to save the day and be your gallant knights –
as big brothers should. But, I was wrong, so very wrong.”
“I want you to know something Heinrich. I haven’t liked you for a very long time. In fact, I
detested you. But, before we get home, I would like to move pass all of that. I want to forgive you
for it because I can’t hold on to it anymore. I…I just can’t do it anymore.”
“I’m…I’m sorry too. I know how I can be sometimes. I just wanted to be better than the rest
of them. I wanted to be so much more than just some boy from some obscure village at the edge of
the woods. I wanted to live lavishly, like Mr. Roper. I wanted to be free of all the worries of the village. I wanted it all, and in that want, I became so very bitter. I was angry at the rest of the world.
They had parents who didn’t quarrel. They had houses that stood proudly in the yard. They had actual thalers to survive. We just had scrapes of food and milk,” Heinrich rambled on. The truth was
coming out, and it could not be contained any longer. Gertrude stood silently as she watched her
bother elucidate on his behavior. She thought about how the forest has a way of bringing out the
truth in everyone.
“Alright, Heinrich. But, we must go now. If we don’t, the pathway that has opened up will be
gone at the very moment that the sun shrinks out of the sky.” Thus, Gertrude latched her remaining
hand onto her brother’s right wrist and began to pull him through the labyrinth of shuttering bushes
and hidden dangers.
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It felt as though hours had gone by, when they reached the dirt road that led out of the forest
and into the entrance of the village. The same road that they had all taken on that first day, when
their parents went to fetch some timber and never came back.
As they ran toward the fading light between the stoic trees, Heinrich’s heart leaped up in a
cartwheel of jubilation. He was angry at his parents, but all he wanted to do was kiss them both on
their cheeks and show them that they had made the wrong decision in leaving their children behind. Meanwhile, Gertrude’s heart fell into a heavier level of desperation.
“Come on Gertrude just a little bit…” Heinrich started, but he never got to finish the sentence. He felt something rough hit him on the back of his head, knocking him to the ground. He
only got to scream once before a cleaver cut through his throat muscles effortlessly. Heinrich began to gurgle on his own blood. He could not breathe, and every time he tried, the sudden realization the he had been attacked by his own sister hit his heart even more.
Gertrude, using all of her upper-body strength, threw her brother’s body to the side of the
road, where the bushes could hide anything if need be. Through her silent tears, she struck her
brother’s body over and over and over again, feeling his blood bathe her like warm syrup. Heinrich’s neckbones snapped out in the afternoon light, all white with several cushions of yellow fat
and red muscles surrounding it. Gertrude gagged on the air over seeing it. His mouth hung open
and dry in the humid air, all of his teeth stained red with his blood.
While cutting his body into separate pieces to be placed into the cavities of nearby trees, Gertrude mentally repeated what the goat had told her earlier that day.
“Only one of you must be left. That is the deal of this forest. It holds on to anyone that strays
too far into it. The only way to truly escape its grasp is to give it a sacrifice. It will let you go if
you give it something as a reward for its humble behavior. A soul for a soul. A life for a life,” the
goat had whispered delicately in her ear, his voice placing emphasis on the aspect of a deal with
the forest.
“But, I want something too. Meat. I want meat if I am to tell you the true way out. The sacrifice is only one part of the deal. The forest has to be convinced in to accepting the sacrifice, and,
lucky for you, I am the only one who holds its ear between my hooves,” the goat had elucidated
while lightly chuckling, “if you don’t, you’ll never get out of the woods. You’ll be just like that
other Gertrude. All starving and all malnourished.” That is how the goat had convinced her to accept the bargain.
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It felt as though hours had gone by, when they reached the dirt road that led out of the forest
and into the entrance of the village. The same road that they had all taken on that first day, when
their parents went to fetch some timber and never came back.
As they ran toward the fading light between the stoic trees, Heinrich’s heart leaped up in a
cartwheel of jubilation. He was angry at his parents, but all he wanted to do was kiss them both on
their cheeks and show them that they had made the wrong decision in leaving their children behind. Meanwhile, Gertrude’s heart fell into a heavier level of desperation.
“Come on Gertrude just a little bit…” Heinrich started, but he never got to finish the sentence. He felt something rough hit him on the back of his head, knocking him to the ground. He
only got to scream once before a cleaver cut through his throat muscles effortlessly. Heinrich began to gurgle on his own blood. He could not breathe, and every time he tried, the sudden realization the he had been attacked by his own sister hit his heart even more.
Gertrude, using all of her upper-body strength, threw her brother’s body to the side of the
road, where the bushes could hide anything if need be. Through her silent tears, she struck her
brother’s body over and over and over again, feeling his blood bathe her like warm syrup. Heinrich’s neckbones snapped out in the afternoon light, all white with several cushions of yellow fat
and red muscles surrounding it. Gertrude gagged on the air over seeing it. His mouth hung open
and dry in the humid air, all of his teeth stained red with his blood.
While cutting his body into separate pieces to be placed into the cavities of nearby trees, Gertrude mentally repeated what the goat had told her earlier that day.
“Only one of you must be left. That is the deal of this forest. It holds on to anyone that strays
too far into it. The only way to truly escape its grasp is to give it a sacrifice. It will let you go if
you give it something as a reward for its humble behavior. A soul for a soul. A life for a life,” the
goat had whispered delicately in her ear, his voice placing emphasis on the aspect of a deal with
the forest.
“But, I want something too. Meat. I want meat if I am to tell you the true way out. The sacrifice is only one part of the deal. The forest has to be convinced in to accepting the sacrifice, and,
lucky for you, I am the only one who holds its ear between my hooves,” the goat had elucidated
while lightly chuckling, “if you don’t, you’ll never get out of the woods. You’ll be just like that
other Gertrude. All starving and all malnourished.” That is how the goat had convinced her to accept the bargain. All she had to do was be willing to accept a new ending to her story: an ending
where she walked out of the woods, all alone, with three of her right fingers missing.
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Soliloquy: PHOMO (Phone Addiction)
Nathan Miller
Whither doth an idle mind wander, ho?
Th’ devil’s web, upon thine life ’t feeds
Like an addict of opium, wights gaze
Interminably wrapped betwixt th’ threads
Desperate for a break from th’ routine.
Behold hence! Or else now thou doth not see
Blinded by the glow of bad temptation
Thine sight hath lost to Mephistopheles.
Wherefore doth a demon speak so sweetly?
Thy condition worsens, from glass to cane.
Pouring hours into th’ glowing screen
Which lights up like an angler fish’s bulb
As grades plummet, as pulled by gravity
Day ticks on, unyielding to parents’ pleas
Th’ job which once called, now hushed and ignored.
Thy mind sent hence, and thine body sent, too;
Marry, ’tis witchcraft which suck the soul from men:
Immobilizing limbs, stopping heartbeat
Joints art stiff from th’ lack of exercise,
And th’ whole body begins to decay.
Fie! I waste my breath, knowing all too well
That thou shall eventually relent
And capitulate thy health and riches
To satisfy the hunger for stories
And greedy wishes that may nev’r end.
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